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A B S T R A C T

Cardiomyocytes derived from human induced pluripotent stem cells (hiPSC-CMs) are an invaluable tool for both
basic and translational cardiovascular research. The potential that these cells hold for therapy, disease modeling
and drug discovery is hampered by several bottlenecks that currently limit both the yield and the efficiency of
cardiac induction. Here, we present a complete workflow for the production of ready-to-use hiPSC-CMs in a
dynamic suspension bioreactor. This includes the efficient and highly reproducible differentiation of hiPSCs into
cardiospheres, which display enhanced physiological maturation compared to static 3D induction in hanging
drops, and a novel papain-based dissociation method that offers higher yield and viability than the broadly used
dissociation reagents TrypLE and Accutase. Molecular and functional analyses of the cardiomyocytes reseeded
after dissociation confirmed both the identity and the functionality of the cells, which can be used in down-
stream applications, either as monolayers or spheroids.

1. Introduction

Cardiomyocytes derived from human induced pluripotent stem cells
(hiPSC-CMs) are an excellent source of patient-specific cardiac cells for
pharmacological testing, disease modeling and cardiac tissue en-
gineering. In recent years, remarkable work has been done to identify
the conditions needed to recapitulate human cardiac development in
vitro. The sequential activation and inhibition of the canonical Wnt
pathway was shown to play a critical role for mesoderm specification
and terminal cardiomyocyte differentiation, in turn (Burridge et al.,
2015; Zhang et al., 2015). This has allowed the production of hiPSC-
CMs to become a routine procedure in many cardiovascular

laboratories. However, conventional 2D or static 3D culture systems are
not suitable for mid- to large-scale production of hiPSC-CMs. Another
limitation is the efficiency of cardiac induction, which is subject to
operator- and cell line-dependent inconsistencies. This has spurred ef-
forts to move towards cardiac induction in scalable suspension culture
systems amenable to a higher degree of automation (Chen et al., 2015;
Kempf et al., 2014). Moreover, differentiation in dynamic suspension
has the big advantage of providing the cells with a 3D microenviron-
ment that promotes higher physiological maturation, as it allows better
intercellular interactions and spatial organization (Pampaloni et al.,
2007). It raises, however, the problem of generating spheroids, which
are harder to dissociate for downstream applications than conventional
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2D monolayers. In this study, we used a benchtop, small footprint
suspension bioreactor (BioLevitator; BL) to produce hiPSC-derived
cardiospheres. These displayed enhanced maturation compared to
those obtained in hanging drops (HD). Combining the dynamic 3D
cardiac induction with a novel papain-based dissociation protocol that
consistently yields both higher cell number and viability than the
broadly-used reagents TrypLE and Accutase, we established a complete
workflow for the production of hiPSC-CMs for any downstream appli-
cations.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. hiPSCs maintenance

Two hiPSC lines were used: UKBi005, from the European Bank for
induced pluripotent Stem Cells and IBMT1, reprogrammed in-house
with mRNAs (Stemgent #00-0071) from BJ fibroblasts (ATCC #CRL-
2522). Cells were maintained in mTeSR1 medium (Stem Cell
Technologies #8580) in 60mm tissue culture plates coated with growth
factor-reduced Matrigel (Corning #356231), according to manufac-
turer's instructions. Cells were routinely passaged using 0.5mM EDTA
pH 8.0 (Invitrogen #AM9260G) in DPBS without Ca2+ and Mg2+

(DPBS−/−; Gibco #14190144).

2.2. Cardiac induction in 3D

Cardiac fate was induced as previously described (Zhang et al.,
2015). Briefly, hiPSCs at 70–80% confluence were harvested using
TrypLE Select (Gibco #12563011). Digestion was quenched with 1
volume mTESR1 (Stemcell Technologies #8580) with 10 μM ROCK
inhibitor Y27632 (abcam #ab120129). The resulting cell clusters were
broken up into single cells with the tip of a pipette. After counting
(NucleoCounter NC-200; NC; ChemoMetec, Denmark), cells were di-
luted in day 0 medium (Table S1) to a concentration of 7.5× 105 viable
cells/mL. Up to 40mL were transferred to a LeviTube (LT; OMNI Life
Sciences #2800005) placed in the BioLevitator (BL; Hamilton, Swit-
zerland). Cells were cultured at 37 °C and 5% CO2, under continuous
rotation at 60 rpm in alternating directions (2 s/direction). After 24 h,
the LT was placed on the benchtop to allow the small spheroids to sink
to the bottom. Spent medium was replaced with an equal volume of day
1 medium (Table S1). On the following days, medium was in turn re-
placed with day 2 and day 3 media (Table S1). From day 4 onwards,
medium was replaced with TS medium (Table S1) every other day.
Cardiac induction in HD was performed as previously described (Zhang
et al., 2015) in Perfecta3D 96-well hanging drop plates (Sigma
#HDP1096). Medium was exchanged by replacing half of the drop
volume twice.

2.3. Enzymatic dissociation of hiPSC-CMs

Cardiospheres were harvested for enzymatic dissociation after 8 or
15 days of cardiac induction. The spheroids from 1 to 2 LTs were wa-
shed twice with 2mM EDTA in DPBS−/−. After washing, the spheroids
were enzymatically dissociated. Papain dissociation was carried out in a
water bath at 37 °C for 30min. Briefly, the spheroids were taken up in
500 μL DPBS−/− and 500 μL freshly prepared 2× papain solution
(Table S2) was added. Digestion was stopped by adding 1mL freshly
prepared 2× stop solution (Table S2). The spheroids were then gently
disrupted into a homogeneous suspension by pipetting approximately
20 times with a wide borehole pipette tip. Cells were then washed by
adding 5mL KO-DMEM. For dissociation with Accutase or TrypLE, the
spheroids were taken up in 1mL Accutase (Sigma #A6964) or 1mL
TrypLE Select (Gibco #12563011) and incubated in a water bath at
37 °C for 15min. The suspension was then homogenized by gently pi-
petting up and down 5–10 times with a wide borehole pipette tip and
the reaction was quenched by adding 5mL KO-DMEM. Adding the stop

solution used in the papain protocol before dilution with KO-DMEM did
not have an effect on the dissociation results of Accutase and TrypLE
(data not shown). After dissociation, the cells were used directly for
analysis or re-seeded in TS medium, either on Matrigel-coated plates at
a density of 2.4× 105 cells/cm2 or in the BL at a density of 7.5× 105

cells/mL. The dissociation protocols described for cardiospheres also
applied to hiPSC-CMs in monolayers, scaling down the volumes of re-
agents 5 times.

2.4. Measurement of cell concentration and viability at the NucleoCounter

Cell suspensions from freshly dissociated cardiospheres/monolayers
were filtered through a 40 μm cell strainer placed on a 50mL tube.
Undissociated aggregates larger than 40 μm were collected from the
strainer that was flipped over onto a new tube and carefully washed
with at least 3 mL KO-DMEM. Cells/small clusters in the flow-through
were resuspended in 1–3mL KO-DMEM. The cell concentration in both
the undissociated fraction and the flow-through was determined at the
NC, following the manufacturer's instructions. To measure both cell
concentration and viability, one volume was lysed to count the total
number of nuclei and another volume was measured without lysis, al-
lowing only non-viable cells to be stained with DAPI.

2.5. Flow cytometry

To label viable cells for flow cytometry analysis, 1× 106 freshly
dissociated hiPSC-CMs were incubated with 50 ng calcein acetox-
ymethil (AM; Fisher Scientific #C1430) for 25min at 37 °C. Propidium
iodide (PI; Fisher Scientific #P1304MP) was added at a final con-
centration of 1 μg/mL to label non-viable cells. Flow cytometry analysis
was performed with a FACSAria III (BD).

2.6. Gene expression analysis

Samples were collected for gene expression analysis on days 1 to 7
of cardiac induction or after 2–3weeks of culture as either cardio-
spheres or monolayers after dissociation. Briefly, RNA was extracted
using the RNeasy Micro kit (Qiagen #74004) following the manufac-
turer's instructions. The RNA concentration was measured with a
Nanodrop 2000 (Thermo Scientific). Reverse transcription was per-
formed with the High Capacity cDNA Reverse Transcription kit
(Applied Biosystems #4368814), following the manufacturer's in-
structions. Gene expression was measured via the 5′-nuclease assay
(TaqMan) quantitative PCR (qPCR) using a QuantStudio 7 Flex system
(Applied Biosystems) and TaqMan assays (Fisher Scientific #4331182;
Table S3). Relative quantification was calculated with the 2-ΔΔCt

method using GAPDH, HPRT1 and GUSB as endogenous references for
normalization.

2.7. Immunocytochemistry

Samples fixed for 15min in 4.2% PFA (Cytofix, BD #554655) were
permeabilized in 0.2% Triton-X-100 (Roth #3051.3) in DPBS−/− for 20
(cell layers) or 30 (spheroids) minutes. After 30min incubation in
blocking solution (BS; Table S2) samples were incubated overnight at
4 °C with primary antibodies against sarcomeric α-actinin (1:200;
Sigma #A7811), connexin 43 (1:400; Abcam #ab11370) or desmin
(1:500; Abcam #15200). The appropriate Alexa-488 or Alexa-555-
conjugated secondary antibodies (Life Technologies #A11034 and
#A21422) were diluted 1:1000 in BS and incubated for 1 h at room
temperature. DNA was counterstained with DAPI (Fisher Scientific
#R37605). Specimens were imaged with a confocal fluorescence mi-
croscope (Leica TCS SP8); 200 cells/sample were scored for the ex-
pression of the markers tested.
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2.8. Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis was carried out with GraphPad Prism 5.0.
Counting data were analyzed by 1-way ANOVA with Tukey post-hoc
test, Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn's multiple comparison post-hoc test
and two-tailed t-test. When variance was found different between sets
of data, Welch's correction was applied. Linear dimensionality reduc-
tion was achieved via Principal Component Analysis, using the function
prcomp in R (Team, 2008).

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Cardiac induction in a dynamic suspension bioreactor

We adapted the cardiac induction protocol established by Zhang
and colleagues for static 3D culture (Zhang et al., 2015) to a dynamic
suspension bioreactor, the BioLevitator (BL), with the goal of gen-
erating high numbers of hiPSC-CMs. Using two hiPSC lines seeded at a
density of 7.5× 105 cells/mL in up to 40mL per tube, after a 7-day
induction we obtained on average 1.3 ± 0.57 or 0.9 ± 0.43 CMs per
UKBi005 or IBMT1 hiPSC input at day 0, respectively (Fig. 1A; Sup-
plementary Movies S1–S2). At day 7, UKBi005 or IBMT1 cardiospheres
reached a diameter of 262.1 ± 17.3 μm and 215.4 ± 10.7 μm, re-
spectively (Fig. 1B). To evaluate the efficiency of the cardiac induction
in the BL, we compared the gene expression profile of UKBi005 BL- and
HD-spheroids (Fig. 1C). Both pluripotency markers considered, OCT4
and SOX2, were downregulated 1 day post-induction (dpi; OCT4: 0.68-
and 0.27-fold; SOX2: 0.27- and 0.12-fold in HD and BL, respectively).
Mesodermal specification took place between 1 and 2 dpi in both
conditions tested, as indicated by the expression of the transcription
factors Brachyury (T) and EOMES. Interestingly, the peak of expression
of Brachyury was delayed of 1 day in HD spheroids (peak at 2 dpi)
compared to BL spheroids (peak at 1 dpi). The cardiogenic mesoderm
marker MESP1 and the cardiovascular progenitor marker ISL1 showed a
peak of expression at 2 and 4 dpi, respectively. A significant difference
in the level of expression of these two markers was observed between
BL and HD conditions (MESP1: 359- and 771-fold at 2 dpi, p= .0044;
ISL1: 218- and 319-fold at 4 dpi, p= .0025, in HD and BL, respectively).
At 7 dpi, the mature cardiomyocyte markers MYH7 (β-myosin heavy
chain) and TNNT2 (cardiac troponin T) –two proteins essential for the
assembly of the sarcomere– were both expressed at significantly higher
levels in BL than in HD cardiospheres (p= .0021 for MYH7; p= .0351
for TNNT2). We then performed quantitative immunocytochemical
analysis of spheroids at 7 dpi, targeting key structural components of
the cardiac cells. We found that BL spheroids contained 95.3 ± 2.2%
sarcomeric α-actinin+ cells, while HD spheroids contained
83.5 ± 11% (p=0.0470; Fig. 1D, top panel; Fig. 1E; Fig. 1F, left
panel, Fig. S1A,B). BL spheroids also had a significantly higher per-
centage of desmin+ cells (46.1 ± 4.3% and 25.9 ± 4.3% in BL and
HD spheroids, respectively; p≤ 0.0001) (Fig. 1D, mid panel; Fig. 1E,
top panel; Fg. 1F, mid panel, Supplementary Fig. S1 A). This inter-
mediate filament protein is important in the regulation of the sarcomere
(Sequeira et al., 2014). In vivo, mature cardiomyocytes are electrically
coupled into a functional syncytium through the formation of inter-
cellular gap junctions (Scuderi and Butcher, 2017). We found that the
percentage of cells expressing connexin 43, one of the main gap junc-
tion proteins, was ten times higher in BL spheroids (50.5 ± 6.2%) than

in HD spheroids (4.8 ± 1.9%; p≤ .0001; Fig. 1E, bottom panel;
Fig. 1F, right panel, Supplementary Fig. S1 B).

Altogether, the cardiac induction worked in both static (HD) and
dynamic (BL) conditions. However, the higher level of expression of
both MESP1 and ISL1 during the differentiation process and of cardi-
omyocyte-specific markers at 7 dpi suggested that the dynamic induc-
tion is more efficient. Also, mesoderm specification was swifter in BL
cardiospheres than in HD cardiospheres. Consistently with the gene
expression data, the expression of proteins required for the organization
of a functional sarcomere and for the electrical coupling of the cardi-
omyocytes was also markedly higher in BL cardiospheres, indicating
that dynamic culture induced a higher level of physiological matura-
tion. As both HD and BL culture methods involve the formation of a 3D
structure, the better outcome of the BL probably owes to a better dis-
tribution of oxygen and nutrients, generated by the medium flow,
which likely improves the cardiac differentiation of the hiPSCs, as
shown for other differentiation pathways (Wang et al., 2005; Li et al.,
2009). Remarkably, in order to produce the same number of cardio-
myocytes obtained in one LT (40mL),> 100×96-well HD plates or 10
x T75 flasks would be necessary.

3.2. Comparison of papain, TrypLE and Accutase for the dissociation of
hiPSC-CMs

As the BL proved to be a suitable system for the cardiac induction in
3D, we looked for a way to effectively dissociate the spheroids into
single cells. Three-dimensional cell structures are more challenging to
dissociate than monolayers, where every cell is equally accessible to the
protease used. The enzymatic treatment must be efficient enough to
achieve complete dissociation without causing significant cell damage.
We decided to test the efficiency of papain, a cysteine protease from
Carica papaya shown to deliver higher yield and cell viability than other
dissociation methods for brain tissues and planarian flatworms (Brewer,
1997; Moritz et al., 2012). We compared papain with two broadly used
dissociation reagents, TrypLE and Accutase. These two reagents are
commonly employed for the dissociation of hiPSC-CMs in monolayer or
3D cultures (Zhang et al., 2015; Chen et al., 2015; Piccini et al., 2015).
To compare the performances of the three dissociation reagents, we
assessed both yield and viability of the cell suspensions obtained after
dissociation using two platforms, an accessible benchtop cell counting
instrument (the Nucleocounter) and a flow cytometer (FACSAria III).

After the enzymatic treatment, single cells and small clusters were
separated from large aggregates by passing the cell suspensions through
a 40 μm cell strainer; the strainers were visually inspected prior to
counting (Fig. 2A). Afterwards, the cells in the flow-through as well as
those in the large aggregates were counted with the NC. Accutase
yielded 57 ± 12.1% of single cells, TrypLE 76.1 ± 11.6% and papain
95.3 ± 3.2% (Fig. 2B; p= 0.012). By using the automated viability
measurement of the NC as a quick readout, we calculated that Accutase
yielded 41.5 ± 8.5% of single viable cells, TrypLE 70.1 ± 10.8% and
papain 90.3 ± 3.7% (Fig. 2C; p=0.0003).

We then analyzed the flow-through fractions by flow cytometry, to
precisely quantify the proportion of single cells, small cell clusters and
cell debris. These were distinguished based on their forward and side-
ward scatter properties, using the gating strategy shown in Fig. 2D. We
found that the percentage of single cells yielded by the treatments were
33.5 ± 10% for Accutase, 45.9 ± 9% for TrypLE and 74.8 ± 9.8%

Fig. 1. 3D cardiac induction of hiPSCs in static or dynamic conditions. Cardiospheres differentiated in the BL from two hiPSC lines (UKBi005 and IBMT1) were
harvested on different days (A) and their diameter was measured (B; Mean ± SEM; n=20/day). The expression of pluripotency (OCT4, SOX2), mesoderm (T,
EOMES), cardiovascular specification (MESP1, ISL1) and cardiomyocyte differentiation (MYH7, TNNT2) markers was assessed by qPCR in cardiospheres derived from
UKBi005 hiPSCs and cultured either in the BL or in HD. Expression data are presented as relative quantification (2-ΔΔCt method) after normalization on the geometric
average of the expression of GAPDH, GUSB, HPRT1 (C; n≥ 3 per day and condition). Representative maximum projections (D) and 3D projections (E) of confocal
images of α-actinin, desmin and connexin 43 immunostaining of cardiospheres at 7 dpi. Quantitative analysis of desmin-, connexin 43- and α-actinin-expressing cells
based on the immunostaining presented in D and E (F; Mean ± SD; n= 3–6; 200 nuclei scored for each replicate). Scale bar in A: 200 μm. scale bar in D: 50 μm.
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for papain (Fig. 2E; p≤ 0.0001). The flow-through fraction obtained
with papain also contained a percentage of debris (16.2 ± 8%) and
small cell clusters (2.3 ± 2%) lower than both TrypLE (35.3 ± 8.6%;
p≤ 0.0001; 7.4 ± 2.6%; p=0.017) and Accutase (45 ± 12.1%;
p≤ 0.0001; 8.9 ± 4.7%; p=0.0095) (Fig. 2E). The percentage of
single cells is a direct measurement of the efficiency of the enzymatic
digestion, but important is also the proportion of viable and dead cells.
Therefore, we incubated the cells with both propidium iodide (PI) and
non-fluorescent calcein AM –hydrolytically converted into green-
fluorescent calcein (Ca) by viable cells. Using the gating shown in
Fig. 2F, we found that, among the single cells digested with papain,
93.6 ± 3.7% were viable (Fig. 2G), significantly more than those ob-
tained with either TrypLE (80.4 ± 9.3%; p= 0.016) or Accutase
(56 ± 18.1%; p=0.0018). To this regard, the advantage of TrypLE
over Accutase was also significant (p=0.014). Incidentally, we noticed
that both the classic live/dead gating based on FSC/PI and the auto-
mated viability assay run by the NC significantly overestimated the
number of viable cells compared to the flow cytometer data based on
the mutually exclusive dyes Ca and PI (Supplementary Fig. S2). This

likely owes to the fact that dying cells may be negative for PI (or DAPI,
used for NC counting). Since they are also weak/negative for Ca, the
live-dead gating based on Ca/PI is more accurate than that based on PI
(or DAPI) alone.

Having found that papain gave advantages over Accutase and
TrypLE in dissociating cardiospheres into single, viable cardiomyocytes,
we decided to assess experimentally whether this would hold true for
other culture conditions. As reported (Burridge et al., 2015), hiPSC-CMs
become more resistant to dissociation in prolonged cultures. Thus, we
compared the dissociation efficiency of 8 dpi cardiospheres to that of 15
dpi cardiospheres (Fig. 3A, left panel). The prolonged culture did not
significantly alter the composition of the cell suspension obtained after
Accutase digestion; the additional time in culture, however, reduced
the yield of single cells obtained using either papain (54.4 ± 2.7%;
p=0.0101) or TrypLE (17.1 ± 1.7%; p=0.0008), compared to 8 dpi
cardiospheres. This was associated with significantly more debris in the
cell suspension obtained by TrypLE (59.4 ± 4.5%; p= 0.0032). Im-
portantly, however, the relative efficiency of the three dissociation
methods at 15 dpi remained consistent with that observed at 8 dpi. In

Fig. 2. Single viable cell number obtained from hiPSC-cardiospheres varies greatly depending on the dissociation reagent used. Representative images of un-
dissociated aggregates collected on 40 μm cell strainers after filtration of the cell suspensions obtained with either Accutase, Papain or TrypLE from cardiospheres at 8
dpi (A). The number of single (B) and viable single (C) cells in the flow-through was assessed using a NucleoCounter (n=6–7/condition); *: p < 0.05; ***:
p≤ 0.005. Representative FSC/SSC scatter plots obtained following the use of the dissociation reagents considered (D). The gates define single cells,≤ 40 μm cell
clusters and debris/cell fragments. Events gated according to D were quantified as Mean ± SD (E; n= 6–7/condition). Cell viability was measured within the single
cell gates defined in D, based on Ca/PI double staining (F). The number of viable, dead and ungated cells is presented as mean ± SD for each dissociation reagent
used (G; n= 6–7/condition).
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particular, the percentage of single cells obtained with papain was still
significantly higher (p≤ 0.0001; Fig. 3A, left panel) and the percentage
of debris significantly lower (p≤ 0.0001; Fig. 3A, center panel) than
those obtained with TrypLE and Accutase. Looking at the percentage of
viable single cells, no difference was found between cardiospheres at 8
and 15 dpi dissociated with either reagent (Fig. 3A, right panel). Next,
we assessed the performance of papain in dissociating cardiomyocytes
cultured in monolayers, as this is still the standard format of cardiac
induction that most laboratories and commercial providers use. We
performed the flow cytometry analysis on cells detached from 96-well
plates and found that for the three dissociation methods considered, the
cell suspensions obtained from cardiomyocyte monolayers did not
differ from those obtained from cardiospheres, for any of the observed
parameters (Fig. 3B). Papain dissociation of cardiomyocyte cultured in
monolayer yielded 53.4 ± 7.9% single cells (Fig. 3B, left panel), which
was higher than both TrypLE (29.3 ± 3.8%; p= 0.0144) and Accutase
(30.7 ± 3.2%; p=0.0171). It also produced a significantly lower
percentage of debris (26.1 ± 4.7%; Fig. 3B, center panel) than TrypLE
(48.5 ± 5.0%; p= .0048) and Accutase (45.7 ± 3.2%; p=0.0033).
Most importantly, the percentage of viable single cells was again
markedly higher with papain (92.2 ± 2.0%; Fig. 3B, right panel) than

with TrypLE (63.3 ± 6.0%; p= 0.0003) and Accutase (57.5 ± 5.2%;
p≤ 0.0001). Eventually, we assessed cell line-related differences. The
results obtained when dissociating UKBi005- or IBMT1-derived car-
diospheres showed that no line-specific bias affected the efficiency of
the digestions, regardless of the dissociation reagent used (Supple-
mentary Fig. S3 A,B).

These findings showed that papain is superior to other commonly
used reagents for the dissociation of hiPSC-CMs, either as cardiospheres
or monolayers.

3.3. Characterization of cardiomyocytes post-dissociation

In order to validate our papain-based dissociation protocol, we
verified that it did not have undesirable effects on the seeding and
culture of the dissociated hiPSC-CMs. To this end, hiPSC-CMs dis-
sociated from cardiospheres with either papain, TrypLE or Accutase
were re-seeded on Matrigel-coated cell culture plates (2D, 2.4× 105

cells/cm2) or in a BL (3D, 7.5×105 cells/mL). We noticed that some of
the cells obtained after either Accutase or TrypLE digestions died be-
tween counting and plating. Also, the freshly seeded cells after dis-
sociation with papain had a well-defined shape, differently to those

Fig. 3. Age- and culture condition-related effects on the dissociation of hiPSC-CMs. Cardiospheres at either 8 or 15 dpi were dissociated with either Accutase, papain
or TrypLE and scored for the number of single viable cells obtained (A). The hybrid scatter plot/violin charts show both the individual data points as well as their uni-
or bi-modal distribution. *: p < 0.05; **: p≤ 0.01***: p≤ 0.005. The analysis presented in A was also conducted to show the dissociation efficiency of spheroids
(3D) compared to monolayers (2D) (B). *: p < 0.05; **: p≤ 0.01***: p≤ 0.005.
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dissociated with the other two reagents (Fig. 4A, left panel). The at-
tachment of hiPSC-CMs seeded in monolayer was assessed by time-lapse
microscopy. Papain-digested CMs attached to the Matrigel-coated sur-
face slower than Accutase- and TrypLE-digested CMs (Supplementary
Movies S3–S5). This initial delay, however, did not produce significant
differences in the abilities of the cells to adhere to the substrate and
spread. (Fig. 4A). Spontaneous synchronous beating was promptly ob-
served in all three groups, both in 2D (as early as 3 days after seeding;
Supplementary Movies S6–S8) and 3D culture conditions (in U-bottom
shape 96-well plate; Supplementary Movies S9–S11). This suggests that,

in spite of the different outcome in terms of viable cell number, the
three dissociation reagents tested did not influence the functionality of
the cells after reseeding, either in 2D or 3D. Nonetheless, in order to
detect subtle differences in the cells' post-dissociation phenotype that
could potentially interfere with the data generated in downstream ap-
plications, we looked at the expression of genes encoding the sarco-
meric proteins cardiac troponin T (TNNT2), titin (TTN), myosin heavy
chain (MYH7), myosin light chain 2 (MYL2), myosin light chain 7
(MYL7), desmin (DES) and the ion channels Kv7.1 (KCNQ1) and Nav1.5
(SCN5A). Quantitative PCR data acquired after 2 or 3 weeks in culture

Fig. 4. Phenotype of hiPSC-cardiomyocytes cultured in after dissociation with Accutase, Papain or TrypLE. Representative images of 2.4× 105 dissociated cardi-
omyocytes/cm2 at t0 and after 1 or 2 weeks in culture (A). After 2/3 weeks in culture, gene expression was assessed via qPCR. Data analyzed via principal component
analysis (PCA) are plotted as individual data points in function of the first two PCs (B). In the 4 identical plots, the color codes highlight the 4 variables at play: cell
line (top-left), culture conditions (bottom-left), time in culture (bottom-right) and dissociation reagent used (top-right). The diamond shape represents hiPSCs before
dissociation, colored according to the cell line or left grey when the other variables were considered. Double immunocytochemistry against α-actinin and connexin 43
showing the sarcomere organization and the gap junctions of cardiomyocytes after 2 weeks of culture in monolayer (C). A magnification of the yellow squares in C is
provided (D). Quantitative analysis of α-actinin-expressing cells presented as mean ± SD (E; n= 3, 200 nuclei scored for each replicate). Scale bars in A, C, D:
50 μm. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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were analyzed via principal component analysis (PCA) to gain an un-
biased and global view of how the many variables at play may influence
the gene expression profile of the cells (Fig. 4B). We could observe
clustering according to the cell line used (Fig. 4B, top-left panel), to the
culture conditions (Fig. 4B, bottom-left panel) and to the time in culture
(Fig. 4B, bottom-right panel) but not to the dissociation reagent used
(Fig. 4B, top-right panel). We then looked at protein expression. Both
sarcomeric α-actinin and connexin 43 were found abundantly expressed
by all re-seeded CMs (Fig. 4C,D), suggesting that neither papain nor the
other dissociation reagents used introduced biases in the phenotype of
the hiPSC-CMs. From the quantitative point of view,> 97% of the re-
seeded cells expressed sarcomeric α-actinin (97.73 ± 1.5%,
98.27 ± 1.3% and 97.32 ± 1.6% for Accutase, Papain and TrypLE
treatment, respectively; Fig. 4E). From the qualitative point of view,
however, we noticed that Accutase-dissociated CMs showed a poorer
organization of the sarcomere after re-seeding in monolayers
(Fig. 4C,D), compared to the other two dissociation reagents used. Si-
milar results were seen when assessing the expression of sarcomeric α-
actinin, connexin 43 and desmin proteins in cardiospheres after 2 weeks
in culture in the BL (data not shown). These finding further confirmed
that the cells obtained from papain dissociation preserved an intact
functional phenotype and could be used in any downstream applica-
tions. On the other hand, gene expression data suggested that para-
meters others than the dissociation reagents should be regarded as
potentially bias inducers (e.g. cell line, culture length and condition)
and must be taken into careful consideration depending on the desired
application.

3.4. Conclusions

Our data demonstrated that the cardiac induction in the BL, com-
bined with papain-based cell harvesting is a powerful combination of
techniques that reproducibly generate high number of viable, func-
tional single hiPSC-CMs that can be effectively used for cardiovascular
research.

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://
doi.org/10.1016/j.scr.2018.08.015.
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